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Dosbarth Marloes!

Wow! What a year we have all had in Dosbarth Marloes. It really has been an adventure hasn’t it? I

have to say though, the children have been absolutely amazing!

I have been so proud of them all. They have shown resilience and taken on the different challenges such

as home learning, blended learning and then of course working with their peers back in class.

Working on Google Classrooms was new to everyone – Including me! However, we did it and we did it in

style. I will never forget the laughs we had and the dance moves too!

The return to the classroom may have been an anxious time for some….but it didn’t show. My superstars

in Dosbarth Marloes were back with confidence and it didn’t phase them at all. I will miss the smiles and

the special ‘Lockdown’ bond which we will have forever!

What have we been up to?

So, what has this year been all about?

Well we have covered the followed three themes:

Autumn – Lets Explore the Great Outdoors!

Spring – Wonderful Wales and Beyond

Summer – International Sporting Heroes

A whirlwind of busy times! We have looked at many new things and we have travelled far and wide
across the county, country and world! We have learnt many facts and experimented with music and

dance.

Our Fabulous Fridays have been a huge success and allowed us to explore and have fun in the wild! We
have brains full of weird and wonderful facts and figures now!

Running like Olympians is something not to forget! We have learnt about many inspirational people and
even met some virtually!! How lucky are we?

Overall, we have achieved so much….. and become independent learners. Smiling, laughing and
working together as friends has been just fantatsic!!

The next adventure is on its way…..

The time has come for the Dosbarth Marloes to move onto their next adventure. It has been an amazing
journey of learning and experiences. One not to be forgotten!

We hope that you have an awesome holiday with lots of fun in the sun!

Keep safe and enjoy!


